MEMBER BENEFITS
Academic Venue Solutions (AVS), is the UK’s only sales and marketing consortium exclusive to academic
venues. During 2021/22, our membership increased by 30% demonstrating the importance our
consortium has to our venues to represent the academic venue sector within hospitality.
Academic Venues who are looking to join a consortium to be supported in sales and marketing, as well as
attending networking events with industry colleagues can find out more about membership here.
Being a member of the UK’s only consortium dedicated to academic venues has great benefits.
Professional Enquiry Service - highly experienced team of venue consultants to drive
conversion into venues, with real time reporting
A dedicated venue page on our website, with ongoing SEO and acquisition marketing
to drive traffic and enquiries
Marketing - promotion of your news, offers and blogs on our website and social media
AVS Knowledge Hub – a dedicated learning hub for best practice, insight, peer support
and recruitment
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Networking - regular networking events both online and face to face
Access to group agency appointments, enabling you to showcase your own venue

Access to ABPCO and ICCA membership benefits and other partners working closely with AVS
AVS includes member news in their quarterly Eshots to buyers across our range of market sectors
Media coverage - working with the media to gain more exposure across industry titles and websites
Access to industry experts and educational events
An annual 2-hour complimentary Health Check of your venue presence within the AVS membership. Our
specialist consultants will work through critical commercial areas with you, helping to identify opportunities
for growth and improvement

Plus a host of additional exclusive opportunities for members totake advantage of:
Academic Venues Solutions Annual Showcase – networking with key clients and educational workshops
Exhibition Stand Share Opportunities – partnering with AVS at key industry exhibitions at a competitive price
enables your venue to gain increased exposure under our membership brand
Featured Venue Marketing Package – excellent value promotional opportunity
including homepage features, sponsored tweets and email marketing
Annual Conference with industry speakers and workshops, including a
If you’d like to know
networking dinner
more about membership,
Learning and Development Academy – 20% discount on all open
get in touch with Rachael Lee on:
courses and 10% discount on Bespoke Courses

rachael@academicvenuesolutions.co.uk
or call 07377 553922
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Here are what some of our 2021 newcomers
said about joining Academic Venue Solutions.
“Nottingham Conferences are delighted to be joining Academic Venue Solutions as a
member venue. It was especially important to everyone we join a consortium who know
and understand the academic venue world and it is clear Academic Venue Solutions
are highly skilled in this arena.
Knowing we will have support, access to a knowledge hub (amongst other benefits), as
well as the networking opportunities this group will bring, we’re excited to see what the
next chapter with Academic Venue Solutions looks like and know we’re in great hands
with the team.”
Carrie Quantick, Marketing Executive at Nottingham Conferences

“London Metropolitan University are pleased to have joined Academic Venue
Solutions at such an uncertain but exciting time in our industry. We are looking to
revitalise our conferencing business and working together with other academic
venues to ensure our sector is well positioned to welcome back our clients.”
Elizabeth McGowan, Head of Events, Hospitality and Business Services
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